Grafted fetal suprachiasmatic nucleus cells survive much better in tissue pieces than in suspension.
A comparison was made between the survival of fetal suprachiasmatic nucleus (SCN) grafted either in tissue pieces or as tissue suspension. Donor tissue was obtained from day 15, 16 or 17 Wistar fetuses, and stereotaxically placed in the dorsal thalamus of the brain of vasopressin(VP)-deficient Brattleboro adult rats. One month post-grafting, the suspension grafts largely failed to show the immunocytochemical presence of VP- and vasoactive intestinal polypeptide(VIP)-producing SCN cells, but solid piece grafts did. In the suspension grafts only a few tiny clusters of surviving VP SCN neurons were seen and hardly any VIP cells. This suggests that intrinsic contacts are necessary for SCN cells to survive and/or to express their genotype. Efferent VP fiber growth was observed to run from the tissue piece derived SCN grafts towards the periventricular area of the thalamus, a nearby SCN projection area. However, the number of VP efferents was very limited and not consistently present. Surprisingly, magnocellular VP neurons, also present in the fetal SCN grafts, showed an opposite survival pattern. Several of such cells were seen in day 15 suspension grafts, whereas hardly any were found in day 15 tissue piece grafts. These results indicate that the type of graft preparation might be important when survival of particular cells is desired.